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This past weekend STEMpunk competed in the Wisconsin Regional in
Milwaukee. Our robot performed well, with almost no concerns or
issues regarding our robot design and team strategy. Although we
did not compete in the �inals, our robot scored among the top 10 in
the overall competition. Over the next two weeks, in preparation for
the Seven Rivers Regional in LaCrosse, we intend to improve the
design of our pit, upgrade the robot’s gear loader, and work on
autonomous modes for the robot.
At the beginning of the team meeting today, we worked in groups to
develop several prototypes for a new gear loader that will be more
ef�icient. We currently deliver 3-4 gears to the airship per match, our
goal with the new loader is to delivery 5 gears per match. While the
robot performed effectively at the Milwaukee Regional, observing
other gear loader designs has inspired us to make improvements to
our own robot. Meanwhile, our programming team is working on
autonomous modes to score extra points at the beginning of each
match.
We are continuing to work on our structure and aesthetics of our pit
to improve upon the steampunk design and promote ourselves at
regionals. We have already made many improvements this season to
our design, including creating a large banner that hangs at the front
of our pit with our new team logo. At this point, we are working to
pull together all of the separate details to create a more integrated
design. We also had banners printed showing our sponsors support.
The team is eager for LaCrosse, and is enthusiastic about our robot’s
potential to reach the �inals. Although our robot is currently resting
in its bag after the Milwaukee competition, we are still hard at work,
using a replica of its drive base to build our new gear loader and to
practice driving and autonomous mode.
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